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Vice President Joseph Har
ris is a busy man. Story
on Page 3.

Wooster, Ohio, Friday, February 6, 1959
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Esso, Gulf Oil, DuPont Give Funds

Conferences, Discussions, Coffee Hour,

Stimulate Science, Engineering

Highlight Week With Pasadena Pastor

To

The college has received a total of $7,500 in grants
from Esso, Gulf Oil Corporation and DuPont in recent

by Carol Brownfoot

weeks.
Under the program of direct grants to independent
I

Library Receives
Two S300

Grants

Announcement of two grants
to the College of Wooster library
has been made by Miss Maudie
Nesbitt, librarian. One of the
$300 grants was made possible
by United States Steel Foundation and the other, also $300, by
Remington Rand. The grants
came through the Association of
College and Research Libraries.
The U. S. Steel Foundation
grant came through the Association of College and Research

I

From the Esso Education Foundation a sum of $3,000 has been
given to the college to aid the
teaching of science and engineering. This is a part of a three
year program in honor of the
75th anniversary of Standard Oil
of New Jersey. This program wi
total $1,500,000 in all and will
benefit science departments.

Woman Republican Leader
To Speak To GOP Club
College of Wooster and
Wayne County Young Republicans will join in a Lincoln Day Dinner meeting at

,
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Upper Holden Thursday evening,
February 19. Mrs. Molly Clasbey,

Mrs. Clasbey will

be meeting

political science classes
that morning and will be the
guest of honor at an open reception following the evening
program. The reception will be
sponsored
by
the political
science honorary.
with

f

f

Mrs. Clasbey tours the country
organizing women's Republican
clubs and coordinating activities.

dinner will be free to all
interested students. A list will
be posted outside the political
science office for those interested,
and dormitory contacts will be
The

made.

Nurse Conducts
Danish Lessons
Free

lessons

in

Danish

will

again be offered to students
planning to study in Scandinavian countries. Miss VanderMeer
gives the lessons. She can be
reached at Hygiea Hall or at
629 y2 E. University St., phone
2-1308.
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aspects of the traditional pro- gram will oe tied rogerner sion from retiring head Jack
through 1959's theme, "The Rowan. Kathie Doob is handling
Lord's Prayer."
the publicity for the group advised by Mr. James Blackwood,
Following his first message,
Mr. Robert
slated for the 10:30 Westminster Philip Shipe. Voelkel, and Mr.
Secretary and treaDr. Little will
Church service,
duties are being carried
greet Woosterians during a spec- surer
out by Marlyn Hartzell and Murial coffee hour.
Next on his
speaking schedule, Monday ray Crozier respectively.
morning chapel will begin the
eight-stedevelopment of the
week's overall theme with "God,
Our Father."
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Mrs. Clasbey

Tumblers Borrow

Hoopsters Spotlight
entertainment at
As half-tim- e
the Mt. Union basketball game,
February 7, the Scot Tumblers
show.
will perform a three-ac- t
cereof
Clark
master
as
Joe
monies will introduce Jerry Calkin, Dave Spence, Larry Dunlap,
and Chris Day as the participants in the program. The entire group will take part in the
tumbling act.
Dave and Jerry will perform
in the second act on parallel
bars. The final act will feature
Dave and Larry in a parallel
bar comedy.
Lighting equipment will be
be managed
by Frank
and Peggy Reed. Those
who will move tumbling equipment include Jim Day, Jim
Gary Pinder, and Bruce
Ken-worth-

y

Mc-Cork- el,

Weinert.

Dr. Gore Plays
Bach Masterpiece

Continuing with "From HeaOn Feb. 8 at 4 p.m. in Memorven by Throne" at 7:30 p.m., Dr.
Little will elaborate on
"The ial Chapel, Dr. Gore will begin
Religion-in-Lif- e
Week with an
Lord's Prayer" during
chapel and evening ses- organ recital of Bach's German
sions Tuesday, Wednesday, and Organ Mass. Although this is
Thursday. The final evening ses- the first Wooster performance,
Dr. Gore played the Mass as
prosion will climax the
gram with Holy Communion and a part of his series of recitals
the message "Our Temptation of Bach's complete works at Cornell University in 1944-45- .
and Our Deliverance."
non-compulso-
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LITTLE

Advisory Service Offers
Wide Travel Possibilities
and stacks of travel
folders are stored in Babcock
231 (what would the fire inspector say?)! This is the room serving as headquarters for a new
travel advisory service. Set up
by the Student Senate, this service is to provide complete travel information, plus the advice
of an experienced traveler, for
students planning to spend a
summer abroad.
This year Joan Becker has
been appointed as the Senate
travel adviser. Joan, from her
two summers of travel, study,
and work experiences in Europe,
has gained a broad knowledge
of the possibilities in student
travel. This appointment explains why there are so many
travel folders in her Babcock
Stacks

mediately, concerning passage
ships. These ships
feature an educational program
which supplements the usual
shipboard gaieties and truly
prepares one for European
trcvel.
The most valuable part of the
program is instruction in how
to avoid making enemies of the
natives in a country. For example, lesson one teaches a
student not to put his arms
around the statue of a revered
statesman while someone snaps
a picture.
General Tours
Students who plan to travel
with a tour must soon choose
which tour. A guided
tour might be the choice
of those who want to see "the
usual things" in Europe, or who
are weak in languages. The
tours vary in the number of
countries visited and in the
length of time spent in Europe.
Prices start at $750.
A bicycle tour might appeal
to the hardy, athletic type. Bicycle tours are even less expensive than motorcoach tours, and
they provide a good view of
life along the
rural
roads.
Students traveling in automobiles can also see the
places. Whether one
wishes to rent a car for the summer, or to buy a car, there are
on student

Minne-

sota.

t
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Student Ships
Those planning to travel independently this summer will
want to obtain information, im-

V

Young GOP's Biggest

gressman Walter Judd of

'

.

room.

The Lincoln Day Dinner is an-

nually the largest campus activity of the Young Republicans.
Speakers in recent years have
been former attorney general of
Ohio William Saxbe and Con-
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A

d

speaker.
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colleges was a grant of $500 by
Gulf Oil Corporation. This is an
annual current expenditure for
the Gulf Oil Corporation under
their aid to education program.

$4000 from DuPont
total of $4,000 was received
from DuPont. Of this amount
$2,500 is to be used in the
chemistry department, and
$1,500 to strengthen other deLibraries' Committee on Founda- partments important to the edution Grants. Applications were cation of scientists and engireceived from nearly 300 insti- neers. This grant has been made
tutions and only 76 college l- annually since 1955. In addition
sumIt is to this DuPont has aided a
ibraries received grants.
mer scholarship program for
specified that the money be used high school teachers of science
for geography materials. This is and mathematics in 1959.
the fourth year of A.C.R.L.'s
President Lowry expressed the
grants program.
appreciation of the college in
An exhibit case is to be pur- these words: "The outstanding
help we have had from DuPont
chased with the Remington-Rancredit. Only 14 college libraries has given us the greatest poswere awarded grants in equip- sible encouragement here in our
ment although 201 had applied. effort to maintain and improve
Wooster is the only Ohio college the standard of our scientific
work."
to receive a grant.

assistant director of woman's
activities for the Republican Nawill be the
tional Committee,

Under the auspices of the Student Christian AssocGanse Little arrives on the hill Sunday morning
as the key figure for the forthcoming Religion-in-Lif- e
I
Week. Running through Thursday evening, the various
iation, Dr.

motor-coac-

h

lesser-travele- d

out-of-the-w-

ay

numerous plans from which to
choose. What an experience to
side of
drive on the
the road in England, just for
variety's sake.
College Credit Tours
Anyone wanting to collect
college credits for his travel experiences would choose a program offered by a college or
university. For example, Wooster is offering three credits for
tour which Miss Guille
a
will conduct. Her particular tour
combines the advantages of
traveling throughout Europe plus
the benefit of studying in Paris
for three weeks. Comparable
tours are open to students interested in the German or Spanish language.
Interests in other than language can also be pursued. A
festival tour would assure a
theater enthusiast of having a
left-han-
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Other features of Religion-in-LifWeek include evening discussion groups at various dorms
as well as personal conferences
The
during the
latter may be scheduled by signing the sheet posted in Center
Kauke just outside of Mr. James
Blackwood's office where the
will be held. Meal
time will be an additional opportunity for informal discussion
as Dr. Little visits various dining halls during his stay.
e

mid-afternoo-

d

get-togethe-

n.

rs

E-fl-

at.

Psalm.

Bach's Variations on Heaven
on High and the Clavieruebung
In conjunction with Dr. Little's
were the only two organ pieces
visit, the Publications Commit- published
during his lifetime.
tee, a subdivision of SCA, will
SCA Sells Books

ek

conduct their annual book sale.
Designed to give students an
opportunity to get good books at
reduced rates rather than to
raise funds, the sale will open
Monday and continue through
Friday afternoon.
Although the accompanying
display is to feature mainly i
ligious volumes, a wide variety
of works, excluding text books,
(Continued on Page Six)
will be available at a discount
of approximately 20 percent.
Viith the exception of chapel and
lunch periods, students and
faculty may place orders in the
Only men in the upper two SCA room from 9:00 a.m. to 4:00
classes will be eligible to make p.m. Payments must be made at
the nominations for the 1959 that time.
Color Day Queen. The entire
Follows Tradition
college will participate in the
by
surrounded
Completely
final selection, however.
Dr.
background.
This divergence from tradition Presbyterian
was passed unanimously by the Little upheld family tradition as
Senate at their meeting Wed- he graduated from Princeton
nesday evening. Reason for the Theological Seminary in 1929.
change, as explained by the His father, both grandfathers,
Senate president: "We feel that and three of four
before him have been
it is the man's prerogative to
Presbyterian
clergymen. Recently
select a girl purely on the basis
he saw the line continued as his
is
proce.
this
.
.
beauty
the
of
dure followed on most college own son was ordained.
campuses . . . and we believe
Scot lads and lassies are not
this should be acknowledged new to Dr. Little who received
here and the proper correction an honorary degree of Doctor
made."
of Divinity from the College of
The argument that women are Wooster in 1946. He now renot qualified to choose a girl turns to the campus from his
strictly on beauty was brought post as pastor of Pasadena Presout in the half hour discussion. byterian Church in Southern CaliBut according to Weeks this was fornia. Since 1948 he has also
not a significant factor in the found time to preside over the
decision. He asserts that the gen- Board of Christian Education of
eral concensus of opinion among the United Presbyterian Church
the
Senators present was that U.S.A.
women can be equally objective
Faculty and students joined
as men. However, in this instance the Senate feels that the forces as far back as October
men should play a prominent to lay the plans for the annual
role in selection of the one religious week. Byron Shafer
takes over the chairmanship of
beauty queen on the campus.
SCA subdivi
the Religion-in-Lif(Continued on Page Six)
!
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Men To Nominate

Color Day Queen

great-grandfathe-
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This Organ Mass is the third
part of Bach's "Clavieruebung"
or Keyboard Studies. It consists
of 21 preludes of hymns or
chorale's used in the Lutheran
Church Service, and is introduced
and followed by the majestic
Prelude and Fugue in
The
nine preludes which will be
played at this performance are
based on the Kyrie, the Gloria,
the Creda, the Commandments,
the Lord's Prayer, and the 30th

1

e
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Museum Exhibits
Art In Religion
Art in religion will be exhibited in the Josephine Long
Wishart Museum from Feb. 8 to
28 in connection with the observance of Religion-in-LifWeek
on the campus.
Original leaves from famous
Bibles, including the first printed
Greek Bible, the Eliot Indian
Bible and the King James Bible
of 1611, are part of a collection
which illustrates the important
changes in content and format
of the Bible from the 12th to
e

20th century.
Colored woodcuts of the 15th
century, etchings and lithographs
of Marc Chogall and Georges
Ronalt, and prints by Albrecht
Durer depicting a sequence of
events in the crucifixion will also
be on display. Two pieces of
sculpture, the head of Christ and
the Three Kings, done by former
students Jim Gwynne and Beverly Parsons are part of the

exhibit.

Senate Gives "Hell it
"Hell and High Water" will
be featured on the Scott Auditorium screen by the Student Senate Friday, Feb. 6. Showings will
be at 7:15 and
p.m.
9-- 30

Intercepted Letter
Registra

r,

Galpin Hall:
Sign me up for 17 instead of
I'm taking the six
14 credits.
hours of I.S. that should have
been done last semester.
Yours,
Senior Class

WOOSTER

Page Two

Mickey

Friday, February 6,

VOICE

M&u&e GaunAel

The teaching profession is allegedly crying for support, the
plea being for both quality and quantity with regard to instructors. But students are penalized for entering the field. Widespread
basic requirements dictate that they waste from 11 to 17 credit
hours on diluted, spread thin education courses. "Mickey Mouse
courses" as they were termed in an article, "What Strangles
American Education?" published in Atlantic Monthly.
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Chapel: Religious
or Educational!

don't believe so. With the exception of Student Teaching,
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Co-Edito- rs

Such attacks on conference schools are harmful.
that the young sportswriter has not set a precedent.

Let us

hope

S. A.

DAVE HARTLEY, Managing Editor
ANGENE HOPKINS, News Editor
DAVE BOURNS, Sports Editor

IRELAND, Business Mgr.
JACK WILSON, Advertising Mgr.
GLENDA ELFERS, Circulation Mgr.
MARY MADDEN, Copy Editor
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these courses might be used to much greater
advantage by taking additional courses in one's major field. If
In June of this year at Drake University, was held the second
teachers in the public school system today are not qualified we
of Christian Colleges in which 342 educators and
Convocation
would venture that it is due to inadequate knowledge of their
the
subject matter and not to unfamiliarity with modern techniques 41 students met to consider the question of "The Vocation of
which
The
a
student
report
section
College."
issued
Christian
of teaching. We contend that you cannot teach someone how to
college.
speaks to Wooster's role as a
teach.
colleges as those educa"Let us define the
But even if it were possible, the education courses offered tional institutions presently sponsored by denominations.
By
at Wooster do not attempt to give practical assistance to the future Christian colleges we mean those institutions which recognize
teacher. Even courses in "methods" do not supply basic concrete their responsibility under God to seek truth
. Church
related
knowledge regarding various methods of presentation, ways to colleges are not necessarily Christian colleges. Being concerned
deal with disciplinary problems, and grading techniques. The with the ongoing role of the Christian college, we affirm that its
small amount of pertinent information which is padded and then life as an intellectual community under God is of PRIMARY IMcredit hours could be taught effectively in PORTANCE." take it that we would agree that the primary purspread thinly over
one concise three hour semester course.
pose of a Christian college is to be an institution of the highest
academic excellence, and thus the intellectual life of an institupoor
to eliminate
The basic idea behind education courses
tion such as the College of Wooster is the basis for its existence.
instructors from the field is good. But do the education courses
Quoting again, "It is necessary in understanding this report
this
even
on this campus, or on any campus, actually accomplish
.
to be aware of the assumptions upon which it was written
to a small degree? We don't think so.
In carrying out its mission (in the world) the Church has worked
N. J. M.
and continues to work in and through structures and institutions.
These institutions have in many cases been established and ccn- tinue to be supported by the Church and are thereby related to
.
the Church. Nevertheless these institutions are not churches
Therefore, we have assumed that a college is not a church. Rather
is in itself an expression of this work (of
Another Hell Week is over. The results, as usual, are a messy a Christian college
church
world)."
in
the
the
Kenarden area, disheveled living quarters, tired actives and exOn the basis of this assumption, the report states that the
hausted pledges. On the positive side, many pledges and actives
have come to know one another and a pledge unity may have Christian college and the Church have distinctive functions. It is
been accomplished. Some pledges perhaps have a feeling of moral the responsibility of the Church, the students feel, to provide a
and physical achievement. Feelings of brotherhood have obtained ministry on the campus. The church has ONLY BEGUN its mission
one of the peaks in section unity which comes at times of intra- by the establishment of an educational institution. Westminster
mural athletics, serenade and certain social activities.
Presbyterian Church is ministering to our college, including students as affiliate members, student elders, and in various phases
In four years the initiation period has declined
in time, of its program. "The ministry of the Church," the report continues,
rivalry, and unique escapades. Wooster formerly had some drastic "is not the responsibility of the institution which the Church has
initiations. In fact, this was the main reason the national fratern- established as an autonomous academic community. A COLLEGE
ities were banished in 19.13.
trips, rock fights, WHICH PROVIDES FOR ITS COMMUNITY A MINISTRY OF WORSHIP
chapel stunts and other forms of hazing have disappeared. MUST SERIOUSLY
THIS POLICY. It is assuming for
Wooster still has more of a Hell Week than many schools, how- the academic institution the responsibility of the Church."
ever.
take it that in providing for a chapel "service" which is
Most national fraternities are steering away from physical even partly religious in purpose, the college is taking upon itself
punishment, are taking a more responsible view toward fraternal the function of a church. The hymn at the beginning of chapel
purpose and initiation. A Kent State dean writes: "If we are to is said by the Dean of the College to' be a "sung prayer". The
establish fraternities as educational organizations making an President of the College asks the chapel committee to provide
educational contribution to the life and work of the campus, then for more services of worship in chapel during the year. Although
we must make their every action contribute to their function as chapel lectures are various in subject-mattewe are to under'men making' groups. If what you wish to do is to emphasize stand that religion is always implicit in them, and we call our
the creative abilities in our best minds, then a pledge training very meeting together "chapel" rather than a convocation or
program needs to be developed which will concentrate upon assembly. In point of fact, the college is attempting to provide
no a ministry of worship for our community through chapel.
education and ideals and attempt to make them explicit
program can be successful without mature students running it
As assembly of all students four times weekly is an excellent
If you expect mature responsible actions and treat them acstrengthening
and stabilizing factor for the academic community.
cordingly, this is what you will receive."
It is an intellectual adventure; let us make its sole purpose educational. Let us be done with the highly misleading name of
It is possible that Hell Week in the present form will be nonexistent within a few years. The upcoming generation of college chapel and assume that it is the responsibility of the church, not
students will probably be more inclined to study than emphasize the College of Wooster, to minister to our students. We do by
fraternity life. Sections should be looking forward to adjustments no means propose to bar religious topics from our assemblies;
as the President so well states, a liberal education which omits
of their initiations in a less raucous vein.
religion is not liberal education at all.
S. A.
It is not necessary to demonstrate that we are a
college by requiring students to attend what is ostensibly
a time of worship. The only legitimate role of the Christian college is found in its providing for the highest excellence of an education, not in standing uniquely apart as "church- - related." The
r
Following the
game an Akron sportswriter churches must not limit the freedom of the academic institution,
unceremoniously devoted column space to what he humorously and neither may the Christian college assume the role of the
considered the "lousy" playing facilities in Severance Gymnasium. church in ministering to its community. Let us recognize the separThis was a poor example of a city boy coming to poke fun at his ate missions of church and college, and use our influence to en"country cousins."
sure that each may remain true to its mission.
G. I.
To be sure, Severance gymnasium is no Madison Square Garden. Nor can it compare to the spacious fieldhouse of Akron University. When Severance was built in 1912, it was considered one
ID o
of the finest gymnasiums in the conference, but in this day of
Published weekly by the students of the College of Wooster during the school
big time sports it has its shortcomings.- Nevertheless, it has usually
Opinions expressed in editorials and features are those of the students and
been adequate for Wooster athletics, and until we obtain funds year.
should not. be construed as representing administration policy.
for a new building it will have to remain so.
Member of the Associated Collegiate Press and the Ohio College Newspaper
Our Akron friend fails to point out that our football turf, Association. Entered as second class matter in the Post Office, Wooster, Ohio.
baseball diamond and track outshine most similar conference
NANCY McCARTHY and STUART AWBREY,
in

Athletic
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Stock defense for education requirements is that prowess in
a given field does not guarantee an individual's ability to convey
his knowledge effectively. But on the other hand do education
courses guarantee this either?

Long-distanc-

cc

c-establis-

This is one example. An even more poignant one is quoted
the Atlantic article. A woman who had taught elementary
school in Oklahoma for 30 years, had a B.A. degree with a
major in Latin and a master's in Education could not obtain a
certificate in Florida without taking 24 more hours in education.
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AID REVIEWED

Foreign aid can be one of our
strongest weapons in the battle
against poverty and famine. If
we are to maintain our standard
of living, we will have to raise
that of many areas of the world.
Thus foreign aid may well be
the keystone in the arch of our
defense against Communism.
But this is only true when it is
properly administered. An October report from the Comptroller-Genera- l
to Congress on the administration of foreign aid in
the Indochinese country of Laos
points up this problem.

in

1

which is so much larger the
anything which we have stt
to administer, or than Laos
absorb, that we are tending
defeat our own objective, c
the assumption that Laos is
only country where the:
difficulties exist, perhaps
would gain in overall bene'
if we were to exercise more
the planning of programs:
that they would be better ado:
ted to the countries which th;
are designed to help, and b;
ter fitted to the available adnv
istrative facilities. In the
until increased administr:
tive facilities can be trained
it might be wise
Runaway Inflation
size of some of f
the
reduce
This report by our nation's
more difficult programs.
chief accountant covers the years
Young Republican Execut;
1955 through 1957. One of the
Commit!;
is
shown
most important facts
that the U. S. has given Laos
more cash and commodities than
her economy can absorb. In try"UNCONSTRUCTIVE" HELL
ing to increase the standard of
living, the U. S. has caused run- To the Editor:
find the conduct of the rr;
away inflation, thus making
Laos more dependent on us in- during their recent Hell We;
The deplorable, entirely out of kee:
stead of more
report states that there exist ing of what constructive init
"serious administrative deficien- tions should be. Apparently,
cies and malpractices." These in- stead of emphasizing true
clude overpricing, short ship- ternal fellowship, the Woor
ments, and substitution of in- Hell Week offers an excuse
ferior goods.
many men to raise a perse
unconstructive
commotion,
For instance, we gave Laos
organization.
any
795 automobiles,
The physical beatings in
DeSotos and
many
Mercedes-Beninitiation serve little purpc:
with white-wal- l
tires and radios. Laos has few Would it not be more purpose:
paved roads suitable for such to have a "help week" or ;
she tended mental pledging peri::
automobiles,
traded the cars for beer. AnIt seems that the events
other instance is the three years last weekend are out of con!;
and much money which have at this institution, as any cr
been spent trying to decide academic place.
whether to move an airport. EnConcerned Student
gineers were ready with a new
site and the proper equipment
when it was discovered that
LETTER FROM INDIA
what was to have been only
the construction of a new air"Dear Members of the C:
port ct $750,000 would cost mirtee,
hope the Wooster
about $5,000,000 because Laos India Dinner was a success.-thmilitary facilities would have to
time you were going thro.:
be moved. No final decision had your crucial moments we v.:
been made by the time of the having a slight storm of '
report and the equipment was own."
sitting deteriorating.
Those were the opening wc
of a letter written to the Wc:
Unfit Equipment
Committee:
Much of the road equipment George Dawkins on Nov.
given to them is unfit for use 1958. George is the present
and even more is in need of resentative at Ewing Chris'
repairs. The report also states College in Allahabad. The wc
that, in general, poor records "a slight storm" refer to
have been kept by the Inter- problems George is having h;
national Cooperation Adminis- ing the Indian students set u:
tration Mission on Laos. We are
r
Commits
still buying kips at the official The new Ewing group wc.
rate of exchange, which is more help the
represents
than twice their value in the bring the two colleges clc
open market.
through exchange of ideGS.
The conclusion of the report
"The students here
are'
is that we are attempting
a alert to innovations. As a mc"
foreign aid program in Laos
(Continued on Page Six)
FOREIGN

Experience and ability are disregarded if education requirements are not fulfilled. The above editorial brought this sharply
into focus by pointing to the case of Dr. Otto Miessner. Although
former head of the music department at the University of Kansas
and one time professor at Northwestern, Dr. Miessner was denied
a permanent certificate to teach music on the secondary level. The
State Board issued a temporary one, but ruled that it could not be
renewed unless Dr. Miessner took five credit hours of education.

the time spent

Scots Forum

I

Modern educationists have a tight grip on the teaching
vocation. The author of the beforementioned article refers to this
as the "certification racket". We like the comparison made in a
Saturday Evening Post editorial between the stringent requirements established by State Education Boards and the rigid regulations of "our more bureaucratic trade unions designating which
painter can paint on wood and which can paint on iron."

We

19;:
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question more vital to Wooster men than "Why Joh'
can't read" is "Why some Wooster coeds can't cook."
Although the average Wooster coed is a mental whiz c
does pretty fair on the looks side, she poses as a social mer:
when it comes to handling the household chores. Some
'
gracious females admit it. And the capable ones who can har
the housekeeping chores never get a chance to show their s'
except in the married units, and by then, as some poor husbc
will tell you, it is too late. Men need a place where the gals-show what they can do, in the way of cooking, cleaning, f
that is.
have discovered at least one freshman who can't boil
tatoes, a senior who can't make instant coffee, and a numbe'
females who expect their husbands to either do the cookinc
take them out to dinner. Horrors!
Imagine what this means after college. Assuming that
of Wooster men marry Wooster women (what prospective
dents, especially the gals, are told), and estimating 14,000 pre;
alumni, we may figure that there are about 5,000 frustrated
bands out of Wooster alone! These are statistics to drive a f
tician to cheesecake.
A liberal arts curriculum necessarily puts
food for tho'
over food for the stomach. Coeds must learn the essential;,
home, somehow. Suggested essentials: olive preparation,
dinner opening, cocktail mixing, sandwich spreadinq and tea t
holding.
On campus the women might sponsor private dinners in'
women's dorms. Another practical aid would be the liberal '
replacement of "Bees" or "Walden" with a standard
A
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Some coeds will learn that the best way to get a
of a bachelor (of arts) is to reach him by way of
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Wooster Presents "Pleasant Play

Stanley Schutz Sets Stage
For Servian Social Satire

70 Years Ago This Week:
"An orchestra was organized last term, made up of six young
men of the city and University and under the direction of F. J.
Bullard, they have become very skillful in the use of their instruments. They made their first appearance before the public at an
entertainment at the M.E. Church during the holidays, and won
the applause of all."
65 Years Ago This Week:
"To our subscribers whose subscriptions are yet unpaid we
would offer the suggestion that we have trusted them one half
the year and kindly invite them to trust us the other half. One
cents now."
dollar and twenty-fiv- e
"Interesting experiments were performed Monday by Prof.
Bennett before the Junior class in Physics, the magic lantern being

by Anne Barr
Arms and the Man, George Bernard Shaw's hilarious satire
on the frivolity of social standing, will be presented by Wooster
Little Theatre members March 4, 5, 6, and 7.
Directed by Mr. Stanley Schutz of the department of speech,
the cast includes Judith French, Judith McCormick, Robert Peters,
Byron Shafer, Wilson Skelton, Bradley Stoddard, and Ruth Trump.
The first of Shaw's "Pleasant Plays," Arms and the Man is
set in Bulgaria in 1885 during a battle with the Servians, and
depicts the complications which arise when the wife of Major
Petkoff, officer in the Bulgarian army, befriends a fleeing Servian,
Captain Bluntschli. Raina Petkoff, the major's daughter, promptly
falls in love with this hostage, thus spurring her fiance, Sergius
Saranoff to pursue the haughty maidservant Louka, and the
play reaches a hilarious pitch
when Major Petkoff, having
WCW
already encountered Captain
Bluntschil on the battlefield, returns to find that the Servian
officer has been residing in his
The broadcast schedule of home.
Radio Station WWST includes a
Opening in London April. 21,
new series produced by the
894, Shaw's production was
of Wooster. The series, "Far acclaimed an immediate success
Away Neighbors," aims to "ac- and was revived again in 1906,
quaint the community with the 1908, and 1944. The New York
people on campus from foreign showing,
Richard
countries," according to Winford Mansfield and Lillah McCarthy,
B. Logan. Mr. Logan is faculty was also well received.
advisor to the WCW staff.
Arms and the Man was the
basis of inspiration for Rudolph
Seven Week Series
Presented each Thursday at Bernauer and L. Jacobson's oper3:45 p.m., the seven-weeseries etta The Chocolate Soldier. Set
began on January 22. Featuring to music by Oscar Straus, this
musical was widely accepted
and ran 296 consecutive performances after its opening in
Want to buy an FM
909,.
radio? WCW is now conducting a campaign to see
Mr. Shaw is well known for
how many students would
his play Pygmalion which inlike to purchase FM radios
spired the currently popular muat low cost. There are at
sical comedy My Fair Lady, as
0
present between
well as for such plays as Man
FM radios in
and Superman, Androcles and
the dormitories which carry
the Lion, Back to Methuselah,
WCW broadcasts.
and Saint Joan.

employed."
60 Years Ago:
She:

"After all, you must admit thar women are better than

men."

"Oh, don't know. The Bible doesn't say anything about
seven devils being cast out of a man."
She: "No, of course not; he has every one of them yet."
Willie: "Pa, what do they make talking machines of?"
His Father: "The first one was made out of a rib, my son."
55 Years Ago:
"Intellectual brilliancy is all right in its place, but there is
danger in putting all one's capital in fast horses."
50 Years Ago:
"The difference between the traditions of most colleges and
our own 'something' is that between the material and the spiritual.
The material is more in evidence and seems more tangible, but
the spiritual is vital and more lasting. May we ever cherish that
which is indeed the life itself of our college, and not strive to
build up a superficial structure of vanity."
45 Years Ago:
"Wednesday night the in mates of Kenarden were aroused
by strains of feminine melody emanating from the direction of
the gym. It was impossible to distinguish the individual serenaders.
Nevertheless the unknown could and did produce real music. All
their songs were appreciated as well as applauded by the fellows.
After singing 'Good Night Laddies', the girls made a hasty retreat
toward Hoover."
40 Years Ago:"
"In the parlor there were three:
Girl, the parlor lamp, and he:
Two's a company there's no doubt,
That is why the lamp went out."
Motto for the American "Doughboys": "Always ready when
He:

I

Interviews

Foreign Neighbors

Col-le- g

k

1

25-3-

.V

v:m

'

adopted the motto: 'Say
showers."
"We wonder if the salaries of the Bible profs are taken out
of Old Testament prophets."
"The weather man seems to have

student interviews, it will continue through March 5.
The schedule is as follows:

it with

Courtesy

25 Years Ago:

of Daily Record

et

widespread

bitterness among
officials of other good but less
n
colleges.
About 20 "longed after" colleges have a
on the best potential talent in
the nation," suggests Mayer.
He is concerned that the
smaller colleges are not getting
enough of the "top third" of

well-know-

"near-strangleho-

ld

d,

The Country Life Commission
a part of a larger historical
study that Professor Ellsworth is
making of farm life from the
day of the homestead to the
is

;

present day corporation farm,
an example of which is the
$500,000 "milk factory" which
will begin operations by midsummer near Dalton.
Ellsworth Previews Paper
The talk is also a preview of
a paper on the commission that
Professor Ellsworth will present
on April 23 at the annual meeting of the Mississippi Historical
Association. The meeting will be
held at the Cosmopolitan Hotel

by Rosalie Carson

not only
especially since here
was a student but also met my Seminary, the University of
burgh, and Temple University,
where he earned his masters
Mr. Harris is in charge of the ;anc doctorate.
of the
.., ,.,
financial development
,, ..
In private life Wooster s fm- ,i
.,i
lancial wizard is a member of
rr.
u- - .
unices in vememnui nuuse.
the Rotary Club, and occasionchurch
with
his
Along
various
ally finds time to enjoy his
and alumni groups and clubs, hobbies of golf and fishing. He
along with his financial duties, also enjoyed hunting deer and
he speaks before various church bear in Michigan and cougars
and alumni groups and clubs, in Oregon.
giving him an opportunity to
"I have not had much time
present Wooster to them. He to do anything but my work
calls on many individuals and since
have come to Wooster,
foundations.
though," Mr. Harris remarked.
The vice president is listed in
The Veep is well read and
Who's Who in America, Who's well traveled. He has journeyed
Who in the Middle West and in 47 states, North Africa, EuWho's Who in American Schol- rope, the Pacific and lived in
ars.
Hawaii for 10 months. He is
He came to Wooster in 1954. not a collector because "I collect
Previously Dr. Harris served as too much material on my desk
vice president of Alma College, to suit most people."
Michigan, director of the WestShowing his devotion to his
minster Foundation at the Uni- work, o r perhaps "absent-mindeversity of Oregon, and has held
professor" tendencies,
three pastorates in Pennsylvania Dr. Harris relates: "Recently
churches. During the war he got so absorbed in my work
served as a Navy chaplain.
that left my car parked downtown and walked home."
Active As A Student
Wooster Is Tops
Dr. Harris was graduated from
of the College, he
Speaking
Wooster in 1926. As an undergraduate he served as president says: "Having visited quite a
of Y.M.C.A. and Emerson Liter- number of campuses over the
believe that Wooster
was country,
ary Society. "Although
on the football and track squad compares favorably with most,
do not remember breaking any and stands out from many."
records in either," he remarked.
"Also having attended larger
have found Woos- Dr. Harris studied at Princeton universities,

j

pi

j

I

Pitts-wjf- e

i

!

I

We spent a few days between
semesters in New York City, to
interview Columbia Graduate
School and look over the big
town. At Union Theological Seminary we visited former Woos- iterians Bob and Marge Yoder
Mitchell, '57; Conrad Putzig, 57,
wife is a
whose Scottish-borsecreta ry to Theologian
Niebuhr; Alice Hageman,
Dave Martin, Dave Roth, and
Paul Randall, all Class of '58.
Jean Kennedy was also at home
her father is secretary of the
seminary.
Also took in three Broadway
productions: the religious drama
r
"J. B.", the 1958
"Look Homeward, Angel," and
the Musical "Bells Are Ringing,"
starring Judy Holliday, who is
almost as peppy as Wooster's
own Judy Holliday. High ticket
costs brings to mind Professor
William Craig's warning to first
day Theatre Appreciation students: "This is the most expensive course you will ever take."
n

Rein-hol- d

Pulitzer-winne-

high school graduates. He offers a list of possible schools, including such institutions as
Vanderbilt, Reed, Mills,
and Carleton. Kenyon is the only
other Ohio school mentioned.
If Mayer could visit a KenSigns of the times: A Wooster
arden breakfast line, registramisspelled the word "persenior
tion, or freshman housing, he
might not be so sure we should sonnel" in 68 job applications
be listed. And name one college which she sent out this week.
that isn't "looking for more good
Fifth Section graciously offered
students.
Mr. and Mrs. Wilkening, Head
Looks like our admissions staff
IContinued on Page Four)
Hav-erfor-

Professor Clayton S. Ellsworth
will give at the Faculty Club
this Friday evening.

1

One of the most distinguished members of the ad- is also one of the least known to students,
ministration
r will have something more to
.
.
.
cope with
He is Vice President Joseph R. Harris.
"Wooster grows on one," comments Dr. Harris,
Quote of the week: Senior

ing top high school graduates
with a "rapacity" which creates

"Theodore Roosevelt's Country
Commission" will be the
subject of a Fireside Chat which
Life

VP Harris Handles Finances

Douglas

"good private colleges that are
looking for more good students."
He portrays Ivy League and other "prestige" schools as pursu-

Roosevelt Study

Murray Crozier and Terry
22
Spieth, Australia,
interviewed
by Brad
Stoddard and Carl Fisher.
Jan. 29 Crozier and Spieth, Part II.
Feb. 5
David Dickason, Burma.
Feb. 2 Miss Josette Nedelec, French
Dept., interviewed
by Jan Porgia.
Feb. 19
Kasem Nakaratana, Thailand
(Siam).
Feb. 26 Yuksel Ismail, Syria, interviewed by Rick Myers.
Mar. 5 Helen Cheng Shan Li, Hong
Kong, interviewed by Jim McCorkel.

UPWARD
The new powerhouse smokestack at
the eastern edge of the campus towers 200-feabove the
stadium and golf course, serving as a landmark for north
Wooster. Completed last fall, the stack diffuses smoke more
efficiently than its predecessor, which caused numerous complaints from area residents. There are about 135,000 bricks
in the structure. It is connected to the Westinghouse power
plant.

Years Ago:
Over 160 students migrated to Canton on buses chartered by
the Institute of Politics to hear a speech by the late Junior Senator
from Wisconsin.

The College of Wooster has received some publicity in a national magazine which might
seem a bit unusual to the students and administration.
In the February issue of Harper's Magazine, Mr. Martin
Mayer lists Wooster among 21

Ellsworth Offers

Jan.

REACHING

5

male changing sociology course:
"I would have taken Preparation for Marriage, except
couldn't find a lab partner."

stude-

nt-owned

35 Years Ago:

!

1

featuring

kneaded!"

"You can send a boy to college, but you can't make him
think."
20 Years Ago:
"The early worm gets the bird if he knows where to look.
The wise worm looks in the ads of the Wooster Voice. Mention
the "Voice" when buying from our advertisers."
15 Years Ago:
"Definition of Jealousy: Friendship between two girls."
10 Years Ago:
"You can tell the ideals of a nation by its advertisements."

55
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in Denver.

The Commission was a project
i initiated in the
era to ascertain the deficiencies
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"muck-raking- "

of rural America.
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Wooster Debaters
Attend Tourney At

I

d

I

I

I

I

I
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Dr.
,

William And Mary

Joseph Harris
,

closer, personal re- ter to have
,. awith
..
.iL students and
faculty than anywhere else
have been.
Since he is engaged in the
development program, Dr. Harris looks ahead. "I am interested
in securing higher faculty salaries and better facilities for all
departments, in order that Wooster may continue and improve
as a top quality liberal arts
college."
His wife is familiar to students who frequent the reserve
department in the library basement, where she is reserve librarian. She and their two children,
Margaret and Joseph, are all
graduates
of the College.
Stephen, age two, is the Harris'
first grandchild.
.
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Four members of the College
3
or( ,A,
Wooster debate team left
terd
a
of Wiiamsb
where they will compete in a
Inma iak
.
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the weekend.
Larry Caldwell, Steve Geckler,
Fran Johnston, and Carol Stein
will be the Wooster representatives. Miss Schnitzer of the Department of Speech will accompany the group as advisor.
The question resolved will be:
"The development of nuclear
weapons should be banned by
international agreement."
Some of the schools included
are Northwestern, Ohio State,
U. S. Military
Academy, and
many others. William and Mary
will host the tournament.
The team will debate in six
rounds over the two days.
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New Speech Post Laddies Dunk Zips On Close Relay
Off Lower Kauke Honors Dr. Craig As Scots Prep For Muskingum Meet

STYLE

Try

Dr. William C. Craig of the
Speech Department was recently
of noisy Kenarden elected to a three-yea- r
Residents
term on
Hell the research advisory board of
Lodge, an expenses-pai- d
Week vacation at a downtown Speech for Theological Seminary
hotel last weekend.
Training. The election took place
at the meeting of the Speech AsIt seems that a few couples sociation of America held on
29-3at the Conrad Hilton
consider the newspaper office a Dec.
in Chicago.
Hotel
substitute for the stadium during
A text book, The Preacher's
winter months. More than once
have the editors interrupted pas- Voice, written by Dr. Craig with
sion in the VOICE office, and not Dr. R. R. Sokolowsky, has been
(Continued

Beauty Shop
MONDAY THRU SATURDAY
Evenings by Appointment

OPEN

Phone

10

from Page Three)

1

3-88- 31

COFFEE 8ESOP,

to all COLLEGE students upon presentation

Discount

95:

1

ON

MORE

FOR A NEW HAIR

Friday, February 6,

VOICE

of their activity card.

the type of passion that is caught one of the most widely used
on the editorial pages. Just so Seminary Speech texts for more
the make out does not interfere than 10 years.
with the Wednesday p.m. make

Orchesis Review
Depicts 'City Life'

up.
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES,

Radios
Sold

Phonographs
and Serviced

&

seven studies in dance of the
factors which make up urban
life. The dance accompaniment
includes narrative poetry as a
special feature in this year's
show. Music and percussion instruments will also be used to
accompany the dances.

Imhoff & Long
340 East Liberty Street
Phone
2-99-

16

WOOSTER

WATCHES - DIAMONDS

THEATRE
For

Lahm's Jewelry

Store

One Week

FEBRUARY

Dinner 5:30 to 8:00
Lunch 11:30 to 2:00
Sunday 12:00 to 8:00
Closed Saturday
DAVE DENISON, Manager

6--

nd

2--

Wooster's Oldest
Shoe Repair Shop
215 East Liberty Street
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Reinhardt (W);
Time: 2:57.6.
100-Y-
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2. Sekerich
Time: 57.9.

Ferrell
3.

(a

Swansc-(W)-

Freestyle
Neff
(W); 3. Doerr

f.
(V,

.
Backstroke
Barkis
.
2. Hissong (W); 3.
Time: 2:42.5.
440-YLittle (V,
Freestyle
2. Neff (A); 3. Tayless (A). Tin-- :
200-Yd-

(W);

Ave-(A)-

d.

5:56.5.
Breaststroke Ferre
van der Valk (W); 3.
(W). Time: 2:48.9.
400-YFreestyle Relay .
Wooster (Gall, Schaubel,
Time: 4:08.7.
200-Y-

d.

(A); 2.

Ke-wort-

hy

d.

Doe-Sekerich-
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tL
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d.

church.

2:36.
50-Y-

Doerr

Freestyle

d.

Gail
25.9.
2.

(W); 3.

Ashley

(W);

(A). Time:

(A); 2. Fried-man(W).

Avery

n

Schaubel

Abraham Lincoln and Char
Darwin were both born on
same day, February 12, IS!
Their birthdays are not
brated at Wooster.

--

ce

j

Cleveland-Bea- d

Office

Phone

"Oppoiite the Hospital'

3-70-

SI

5

TRY OUR CLEVELAND BEALL OFFICE
(OPEN FRIDAY 'TILL 5:30)

j?

.

NO HOLIDAY
George Washington, whe
birthday will not be celebra:;
on the Wooster campus
year, was an honest boy, hovr
told his father that he
down the famous cherry trr
However, it is doubtful that
(Avery, Mitchell, Ferrell, Ashley). would have told his cha:
220-YNeff (A); monitor about a few cuts,
Freestyle
2. Little (W); 3. Tayless (A). Time: the deans about not attend
440-yar-

(W); 3.

-

50-yar-

200-Y-

2.

200-yar- d

Diving

Thsy said it couldnt
he done.
Hiey said nobody

2

Torell

400-Yd-

DORM AIERS

6TH HAPPINESS"
Ingrid Bergman
Curt Jurgens

come-from-behi-

47-3-

221 E. Liberty St.

12

"INN OF THE

OHIO HOTEL

The Orchesis Review will be
held in the gym at 8:00 on Feb.
13. This year's review is managed by Mary Collins and is under the sponsorship of Miss
Carolyn Gibfried. The review is
titled "City Life" and will feature

by Art
The Scot swimmers, with a
victory over
Akron just before the semester
break, travel to New Concord
tomorrow to face Muskingum in
their first test of the second
semester. Possessors of a
record so far, Coach John Swig-art'- s
charges want to start the
second half of their season off
with a win over the Muskies,
who are swimming intercollegi-atelfor the first time this year.
Against Akron, the Scots
romped home first by a wide
margin in the first race, the
medley, but were disqualified due to an illegal stroke.
by John
A first and second
Doerr and Gary Gall in the
freestyle closed the Zips'
lead to three points. First place
finishes in the next three events
gave Akron a six point lead.
Dave Barkley and Jack
in the
splashed home
backstroke to give the
Scots a lead they never lost.
Trailing the first 400 yards, Frank
Little turned on the speed to just
nip Tim Neff of Akron at the
freestyle.
wire in the
The freestyle relay team of Gall,
Ray Schaubel, Doerr, and Chick
Sekerich flashed home first in the
final race to give the Scots a
verdict.
.
Medley Relay Akron

D
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Myerc Tobacco

is kindest to your taste," says James Arness. "There are two
pood reasons wnv I Know you'll like 'em. They're truly low in tar, with
more exciting taste than you'll find in any other cigarette."
LOW TAR: IJM's patented filtering process adds extra filter fibers electrostatically, crosswi-- to the stream of smoke . . . makes LM truly low in tar.
MORE TASTE: HWl s rich mixture of slow burning tobaccos brings you more
excuir.g Taste rhan any oilier cigarette.
e

the gals or guys bothered with oily hair. Tn
diluting your shampoo with hot water. Apply tc
dry hair. Rinse very thoroughly. Everyone like:
clean, chiny hair. For professional advice, call
For

4j!

Company

Durstines Beauty Salon

Second Floor Above Bechtel's

Phone

2-48-

96

BE PROUD YOU ARE A PART

OF THE COLLEGE OF WOOSTER

WOOSTER LUMBER COMPANY
Phone

2-80-

15

Free Delivery
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Mount Union's Raiders
Storm Severance Court

t

by Art Torell

by Tom McConihe

Due to the semester break and
HpII Week, the Kenarden League
saw very little action in the last
tnree weeks. Among the six
games played, however, was
the biggest game of the season
thus far. Fifth won their 55th
consecutive league game, knocking off previously undefeated

and talented, the Purple Raiders from Mount
Union College invade Wooster Saturday night hoping
to duplicate their performance of last year when they
nipped the Scots at Alliance, 60-5-

Dannenfelser was the only
other player in double figures
the Fourth ace hitting for 14 talDick

Tall

lies.

Sixth Moves Up
Sixth moved into a tie with
the Phi Delts for fourth place in
the standings with wins over
Second and First. Chuck Finn
Seventh, 43-3hit 12 field goals for 24 points
as Sixth slaughtered Second to
In that game, Seventh scored
the tune of 66-2Also for the
seven straight points before Fifth
Bob Brown scored 16
could come up with a basket winners,

7.

Wayne Ashbaugh, experiencing his first season as a collegi3--

8.

6.

9-- 2

1

1

17-1-
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4.

1
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Third Takes Third
Third moved into sole possession of third place with a
conquering of the Phi

n!r

I

Third
Phi Delts
Sixth
First
Fourth
Eighth
Second

in
ivy tllioc
iiiiv.
.

Bill

,i

SCORING

(Through

Feb. 1st)
Gms, Pts.
159
7
94
7
7
89
8
95
7
76

Thombs, 1st

;

j

i

'

league's leading scorer,
Bill Thombs of First, poured in
19 points to lead his First team
to a
romp over Fourth.
59-2-

1

j

;

!

76

Matsuyama, 6th

Taylor,

63

6

3rd

68
68

7
7

Browfl; 6th
Hess, 8th

68

Danny Thomas stretches high for a first
against a Lake Forest defender. Thomas hit 36
half
points for the third time in his collegiate career. At Denison
Wednesday night he hit six points to bring his career total
to 999 points. His first point tomorrow night will carry him
lay-u- p

Scot Grapplers Tie Rugged Zips,
As Shipemen Provide Big Upset

by Fred Brooking
from
week contention. Larry Britton's pin
a
Returning
two
9.8
9.7 layoff for final exams, the Woos- - on Akron's Larry Lushbaugh
9.7 ter Scot wrestling squad turned then placed the Scots at a 14-19.7
in one of its finest performances advantage,
last Monday by tying Ohio Con-- ;
Heavyweights Hassle
Akron 14-- j
ference
batt)e
The fina,
between
i

j

Stero

i,
Wooster's Newest
Store Featuring
Hi-F-

Umbenhauer

i

on

For a while it looked as
though the visiting Zips would
run away with the contest, as
they captured three of the first
four matches to take an
r
lead. Up to that point Bud
was the only man to win
for the Scots.
However, impressive victories
by captain Bill Cayley and freshman Stan Bishop placed Phil
Shipe's grappler's right back in
11-- 3

Rufff-ne-

Pier was a rugged one.
Pier won a 10-- 4 decision to in
sure a tie tor Akron, out Lora
did a masterful job of escaping
Russ

three times and even
taking the offensive against his
heavier opponent.
The Scots' showing against
Akron was at least the second
upser registered by them this
season. The first was a
victory over Oberlin.
near--pin- s

16-1-
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new

concept in Dimensional

Need We

High Fidelity!

ay Mote!

Compare These Prices!:
All

$5.98
4.98
3.98
2.98

RECORDS

now only $4.25
3.65
2.85
2.15

VALENTINE CARDS
CONTEMPORARY

1.41
.75

1.98
.98
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Pmder and Randy Hover 8th
Worls each with eight paced the Dannenfelser, 4th
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Todd Thomas topped the scor- ers with 12 points, followed by
V
C..:
J jiu
.L'.s D:tl
dim rwiiiien , uiiu
oevenin
, ,
. ,
Awbrey with 11 and 10 repesc- tively. Bart Whitaker and Jim

15-6-3-
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,

e
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(16-4-36-
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1

big men. First's Bill Thombs led
all scorers with 25 points, Sixth's
Jon Galehouse and Bob Brown
had 19 and 17 points respectiveRally Stopped
ly, and First's Dick Christy was
The second half featured re- the fourth man in double figures
peated attempts by Seventh to with 10. Teamwise, however, it
rally. Each time they got within was Sixth on top by a 53-4a point or two, Fifth would score count.
enough to give them back a
The final game saw Seventh
relatively safe lead. Again it
get
back on the winning trail
McClung
who
was Thomas and
with
verdict over the
a 58-3paced Fifth with its slow, ball- - Phi Delts. Five men scored in
Stu
Seventh's
qame.
Dossessina
double figures. Stu Awbrey and
Awbrey chopped Fifth's lead to Tom Clarke
each had 13 for the
38-3but
free
go,
a
to
with 2:47
John
Papp tallied 12
throw bv Bob Whitaker and a for the Phi Delts, and
me rm uens, aru Seventh's
.... u . i: n
'""iBill Konnert and the Phi Delts
r'liL
game for Fifth.
, Q
Bj), Zufa, eQch
Tri-Ka-

1

ng

n,

and Gene Matsuyama 10 points.
Neil Hughes was high man with
12 tallies for winless Second.
In the game between
Sixth
and First, it was a battle of the

midway through the
Paced by Todd Thomas
McClung, Fifth roared
straight points
pour
own through the hoop
and traded baskets with the
until halftime, Fifth leading

and led
first half.
and Jim
back to
of their

Wooster player on the home floor
6, Dan Thomas. (Old record
15, shared by Bob Voekel and Keith
Harry Weckesser
Shearer.
holds
Wooster's field goal mark of 17,
set at Hope, Mich., in 1950).
3. Most points scored by a Wooster
player in a single half 29, Dan
Thomas. (Old record
26, Stan Tot-teat Ashland during the 1954-5- 5
season).

ate coach, has piloted the
Ohio
visitors to a
Conference record and an overall
mark of six wins, seven losses.
Ashbaugh possesses the happy
habit of producing superior basketball teams, which is evidenced by his achievements as
a high school mentor. In 1955
Another record was tied:
his Zanesville ball club copped
Most points scored by a Wooster
player in a single game on the
the State Championship.
home floor 36, Dan Thomas
The Raiders have had some
(Tied with Keith Shearer who
tough luck so far this season,
scored 36 during
the 1952-5campaign
The
dropping close tilts to
scoring mark of 38 points was set
)
and Capital
by Nick Franscella in 1937 at Ashand being defeated by such
land
formidable foes as Wittenberg,
An effective last half stall-ba- ll
Case, and Youngstown. They
offense by Denison defeated
therefore must be considered as
Scots,
the
on the Grana better squad than their record
ville court Wednesday night.
would indicate.
Trailing by only four points at
Tough Squad
the half, the Scots couldn't quite
Probable starters for Mount manage to overtake the Big Red
are: two sophomore guards, 6' " in the second half. Ron Bobel led
Bob McMasters and 6' Jim Ma- Wooster scoring with 20 points,
thews; two 6'3" forwards, soph followed by Don Davis with 15.
Dave Brubaker and senior Dan Denison ace Bill Germond tallied
Richards; and a 6'7" center, sen- 28 for the victors. Danny Thoior Bill Roof (who obviously is mas, who scored 36 points
Also slated for against the Big Red two years
heavy action are 6'5" junior cen- ago, was held to three field
ter Dave Senften and 6' junior goals.
guard Bill Davis (second team
quarterback in
!
football).
i
Erubaker, ranked 10th in OC
!
by Art Humphreys
scoring totals, has paced the
!
Raider attack with 190 points in
12 games for a 15.8 average.
Collegiate basketball swings
In the rebounding department,
into
the second half after a lay191
Roof has cleared the boards
times to place second in loop off for exams and many races
are still up in the air. On the
listings.
national scene, Kentucky held
Fall
Foresters
on to its first place ranking in
The Lake Forest Foresters ran both major polls
as it sported
into double trouble last Saturday a 17-record. Following on the
A
evening.
bus breakdown near Wildcats' heels and
Ashland forced coach Walt take over the top slot ready to
are North
Lemm to send his starting five Carolina
and
Kansas
and two substitutes ahead by State
car while he and the remainder
In the Big Ten, Michigan State
of the team stayed behind. The
has
a
record and a
seven Illinois cagers who had
'2
been delegated to bring back game lead over Michigan and
a victory for their stranded com- Indiana, each of whom have a
mark. The leaders in the
panions then suffered the mist Ohio Conference are Wittenberg
fortune to tangling with a
and Akron, both unbeaten in
troupe of Scot hoopsters.
league play and pointing for
Thomas Zeros In
their March meeting. IncidentDisplaying amazing marks- ally, Danny Thomas ran his
manship, Jim Ewers' Laddies career scoring total to 999
scorched the nets for 10 points, against Denison on Wednesday
63 in the first half. Junior Danny and thus will crack 1,000 with
his first points against Mount
Thomas, the
Deadeye, pumped in 36 Union tomorrow.
markers, 29 during that blisterIn the
Basketball Asperiod. Sev- sociation,National
ing initial
the Boston Celtics and
eral records were set before the the St. Louis
Hawks are running
contest had ended. These in- away with their
respective diclude:
visions. The Celtics lead the East
A,Aost points
scored by a Wooster by 8y2
games over New York,
team in a single half 68. (Old
record
64, set on March 7, 1953, and the Hawks have a
bulge over Detroit, with the posagainst Steubenville.
by a sibility of that being lengthened
2. Most field goals scored
since George Yardley, the Pistons'
star, may be
sidelined for the season with
a broken hand.
CLEAN-U- P
Turning to golf, the touring
pros teed off yesterday in the
$17,500 Phoenix Open after
coming from California where
Marty Furgol captured the San
SUITS
Uiego Upen tor his first win in
five years. His 274 total for the
$43
$48
$36
72 holes nosed out Mike Souchak
and Dave Ragan by a stroke.
TOPCOATS
Also in golf, the Walker Cup
$48
$29
$40.50
team which will face England
in May was chosen. The squad
SUBURBANS
$15.50
$18.50
$21.50 was made up of four veterans
and four collegians, including
Jack Nicklaus of
SPORT SHIRTS
Ohio State.
3 for $8.70
$2.90
In the track world,
John Thomas of Boston beDRESS SLACKS
came the first
in
$6.95
$9.75
$12.50
history to clear seven feet indoors as he soared over the
SPORTCOATS
bar at exactly that height in
the Millrose Games. He defeated
$21
$24
$29
Charlie Dumas, the world's first
seven-foo- t
jumper, and became
the fifth to join the ranks of
the group to clear that magic
mark (the other three besides
Thomas and Dumas are
For Men and Boys
fast-breaki-
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Gifted Students

To

off

Talented freshmen will be
able to receive college credit for
work done in high school and
enroll in advanced course work
under a new plan approved by
Ohio's six state universities.
Honor students from Ohio
high schools will be able to
go ahead of their classmates if
they pass tests prepared by the
College Entrance Examination
Board of New York City and
graded by the Education Ttesting
Service of Princeton, N.J. University officials will use the scores
as guideposts for placing and
accelerating students.
Ohio is following the lead of
several other states in helping
bright students from wasting
time in both high school and
college. The plan encourages
high schools to offer college level
courses in the following areas:
literature and English composition; American history; European
history; French; German; Latin;
Spanish; mathematics, biology,
chemistry, and physics.
Schools included are Ohio
State University, Bowling Green
State University, Central State
College, Kent State Univeristy,
Miami University, and Ohio

Now is the time to add that one more garment that
you need to see you through the season at a fraction of
their original price. Take advantage of this wonderful
opportunity.

Beulah BechteS Sfiop
PUBLIC SQUARE

History Never Told in TIME

(Continued

One day this past spring,
while traveling in a third class
carriage on a train in northern
India, sat across from an alert
Indian school teacher. After we
talked about the weather, he
was from.
asked me where
said, "America," he
When
shook my hand enthusiastically
and exclaimed, "I'm always
glad to meet someone from
was surAmerica or Russia!"
prised that he placed our two
countries together. Yet it is natural that the two leading nations
of the world should be uppermost in the thoughts of many Indians.
What is the impression which
India gets of the United States?
On the one hand, there are the
many Hollywood movies shown
by at least one major theater in
each city. When "Rock Around
the Clock" came to town, had
to tell several students that
was sorry couldn't teach them
how to rock and roll.
It is an open fact that America
is a land of plenty and of musical enthusiasm.
American hit
songs, broadcast across India
until recently by Radio Ceylon,
have great popularity among
many students. But one realizes
that Hollywood presents a partial, often distorted, picture of
the American scene.

anything that is new. For the
most part all activities and
changes that are made are accepted (submissively) . . . (They
have) an appalling need of recognition of group responsibility.
Probably the major explanation
the students
of this is that
in the first two years of college
are
(Intermediate
equivalent in age and maturity
to juniors and seniors in American high schools. The 3rd and
4th year (Degree) students are
similarly equivalent 1o freshmen
and sophomores in American
colleges
add that the philosophy of education does not
encourage critical thinking.

I

I

I

...

I

students)

I

Duel Apathy

I

"The W-iprogram is a deof
finite part
the campus, but
the opinions vary as to the pur:
pose of the program. Some say
we're good will ambassadors,

I

-l

I

others think we are students
(even though we teach), some
think we are here primarily to
The Student Christian Association and the Wooster-in-lndCommittee wish to
express their thanks to all
of the students who have
helped with the joint fund
drive.

ia

MORE
"Let me

Color Day

did Mr. Kcvcrc say, 'One if by land and two if by ea' or Two if
hy land and one if by sea? "

see

(Continued

Reprinted eourtcay of "The Saturday Review," the copyright owner.

FOR THAT

Just Right" Look
Black

from Page One)

the past the junior and senior classes have nominated six
girls and the entire student body
has participated in the final selection. It was suggested that
all the men be allowed to nominate, but only the upper two
classes be eligible to cast the
final ballot.
However, in the words of the
President, the Senate recognized
the importance of maintaining
the whole college's voice in
choosing their queen. Since they
did not consider it feasible to
have close to 1,200 students
casting votes to nominate six
a compromise was
reached. As it stands now the
upper class men will nominate
and the entire student body will
make the ultimate selection.
Also at this meeting Dick Dan- nenfelser was chosen to assume
Tom Scott's vacant post on the
Academic Board.
In

6
if s

ON

ITALO

textured calf with the
$14.95

Italian influence

girls,

By
WEYENBERG

At

AMSTER'S

i

I
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Dickinson

from Page Two

of fact, they are reluctant to try

...
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Asian Criticism ox US Offei
Challenge,by Says
J. Dickinso;
Jordan

ON

MORE

Give College Credit

BLOUSES

SWEATERS

State Universities

February

Friday,

VOICE

U.S. On Trial

teach, and most think we are
confirmed missionaries.'
One of the main tasks facing
the Wooster-in-lndiCommittee
in the coming semester is defining the work of the representative. Other things that must
be decided include how the two
schools can be brought closer,
what can be done to raise the
$1,100 still needed to meet
Georae's salarv for this vear.
and what is a better way to
raise the full $2,500 each year
in the future.
a

A major question that must be
answered soon is "how can the
Committee find students from
the present junior and senior
classes who would be interested
in being the next representative
to India?'

!

As one reads the editorials of
Indian papers, he is quick to observe that the United States gets
a full share of critical treatment.
One of the prices of having a
free press is that difficult situations at home immediately can
become news items in Indian
papers.
This is especially true of
events in our current struggle
over the integration of schools.
The Little Rock, Ark., crisis was
headline news throughout India.
Later news of the quieting of
tensions was often found in a
small item on a back page.
found that my college student friends at Ewing Christian
College in Allahabad were avid
newspapers
readers. In our
dorm, the daily newspapers in
English and Hindi were on the
top priority list each morning
before classes began.
can
vividly remember the glee with
which many of the students
I

j

I

greeted the news that RU;
had launched the first
several of therm
me that it was a case of
the underdog, rather thar
any specific feeling
States. Russia is seer
a nation which has risen to
present industrial might
her former backward
undeveloped position. The
tion which is already on
more difficult task of c:
municating realistically w
those whose struggle for in;
tria development lies
them. (Luxurious American 0.
mobiles, refrigerators, and
vast number of electrical ap;
ances seem hopelessly cut
reach to the great majorit,
Indians.)
Colonialism
Our action on the internal!:-scenSput-Howeve-

r,

r

roo-fo-

against-Unite-

rece-fro-

d

m

s

r

top-th-

e

:

I

be-- ;

e

closely

followed
India, soon after first arrive;
Allahabad in the fall of 15;
news about the Suex Canal
is

I

of

Page

,--

paramount concern.

The

action of the Indian press
of Israel and of Frc
and England was an immec
call for withdrawal.
The feeling against color
ism still runs high in Asia.
tunately, we created further;
fidence in our integrity of :
pose by our insistence 1:
working through the United1
tions in this crisis.
We face the challenge
keeping ourselves informe:
Asian affairs, and of using:
energies and imagination in;
senting a fair and realistic:
ture of ourselves to the '
the world.
to-invasio-

ns

:

re--

MORE

ON

Travel
(Continued

Bureau

from Page One)

ticket to see a Greek pla.
Epidavros, Greece, or a She
pearean performance in $'
Seminars dec
with art history, or with
parative political systems,
vide seminar members with
portunities to meet the sc'n:
and leaders of each country
ford-on-Avo-

n.

c:
:

visit.

Meet Foreign Students
An excellent way to meet

eign students is to remair
dependent of any orgar: V
program and to attend
tf
mer school in Europe. Most,
versifies offer summer cours:
languages and social scie C
which students from all par: o
Europe attend. If one pre g
ne mignt attend a speao S(
school to take a course in Fir fc
S(
cooking or in mountain-climSc
instead.
w
To live as a member c
il'
European family is pos;
y
through the Experiment in
national Living. This pre:
would allow a student to tc
come very familiar with b
country, its customs and tc
people.
b:
Workcamps are espec m
known for bringing together tic
dents from diverse backgroi' cc
Their project miaht be on; cc
or of bringir;
a harvest, but the whole o'c O
not spent working. Time
lowed for discussions of
topic imaginable.
Jobs in Europe
V
To find a summer job
crossing the ocean is difficu''
even illegal in some coun' F
However, a student who sp;
French fluently might obta ca
position as a secretary in th
a special University
Louisville program. The
summer costs no more thar Su
$360 round trip boat fare. Mc
Although programs for Th
dents usually feature Euro? the
travel, there are similar : in
grams wherein one can visit sul
Orient, Russia, or Latin Ame'
'
During spring vacation,
she
might want to take a tou
Jamaica or Bermuda.
Note to fire inspector: Be" bis
students desiring travel infor SQr
tion should contact Joan
is.
during this next week, ' ina
stacks of folders will soor sjci
gone.
s.

DoYouTh ink for Yourself O
If you were about to buy an automobile,
would you (A) study the road-tes- t,
reports in the magazines, or (B) select
the car that looks best to you?

5.

ANSWER THESE QUESTIONS)
AND FIND OUTi

In buying a radio, would you be

:

influenced more by (A1) low price, or
(B) product features despite a
slightly higher price?
pfrJ7TvDM

When confronted with a menu with
lots of foreign terms, do you (A) ask
what is in each dish, or (B) accept the

c

6. When deciding on

what movie to see,
do you usually prefer films that (A)
are gay and diverting, or (B) have a
social message?

waiter's recommendation?

I"

'

When you run into a foreign phrase in
a textbook, do you first (A) head for
a dictionary to find the meaning, or (B)
try to dope out the meaning yourself?
When reading the paper, do you (A)
catch yourself concentrating on
scandal stories, or (B) spend your time
on news and editorial matter?

-

9.

f

;

4

I

In choosing a filter cigarette,

j

If you're the kind of person who thinks for
yourself . . . you use judgment in your
choice of cigarettes, as in everything else.
Men and women who think for themselves
usually smoke VICEROY. Their reason?
Best in the world. They know that only
VICEROY has a thinking man's filter and
a smoking man's taste.
.

l
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I

you checked (A) ore three out of the first
four questions, and (B) on four out of the last

fire

. . .

you,

it
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The Man Who Thinks for Himself Knows

Familiar
pack or
box.

ONLY VICEROY HAS A THINKING MAN'S
FILTER
A SMOKING MAN'S TASTE!

...

c

r

really think for yourself!
ll50,

mmm

g

is

1

h

(A) are you easily swayed by
bold claims, or (B'i do you
think for yourself and stick
by your decision?

road-buildin-

f-throu-

When invited to a party, do you (A)
accept, hoping to enjoy yourself no
matter who attends, or (B) try to learn
who will be there before accepting?

gh

4.

-

When invited to play an unfamiliar
game, do you (A) refuse to play until
you fully understand the rules, or (B)
pick up the rules as you go along?

b?- -

t

